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ON PAIRWISE FUZZY BASICALLY 
DISCONNECTED SPACES

G Balasubramanian and V. Chandrasekar

Abstract The concept of basic disconnectedness is introduced m 

the fuzzy bitopological spaces. Besides giving examples and some in

teresting properties of these spaces, we also establish several charac

terizations of these spaces

la Introduction

The fundamental concept of fuzzy set introduced by ZADEH [23] 
provided a natural foundation for building new branches. Fuzzy sets 
have applications m many fields such as information [18] and control 
[20]. In 1968, CHANG [1] introduced the concept of fuzzy topolog
ical spaces and thereafter many fuzzy topologists [2, 5, 8, 10-16, 22] 
have contributed to the theory of fuzzy topological spaces In 1989, 
KANDIL [7] introduced the concept of fuzzy bitopological spaces and 
since then various notions in classical topology have been extended 
(see for example [17]) to fuzzy bitopological spaces. Extremally dis
connected spaces were defined and studied in [6] where it is pointed 
out that the concept arose earlier in a paper of STONE [19]. The im
portance of these spaces lies in their connection with the completeness 
of C(X) as a lattice. Basically disconnected spaces introduced in [5] 
also arose in this connection [9, 19]. The purpose of this paper is to
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introduce the concept of basic disconnectedness in fuzzy bitopological 
spaces. Besides giving some interesting properties of these spaces and 
examples, we also give several characterizations of these spaces.

2. Preliminaries

Let (X/T) be any fuzzy topological space [1] and let A be any fuzzy 
set in X. Then we define Cly(X) = A(/z|A < /z, /z is T — fuzzy closed}. 
Inty(A) = V(/z|/z < A, /z is T~ fuzzy open}. The relation between the 
interior and the closure operator is given by 1—Intr(A) — Cly(l - A); 
1—C1t(A) = Intr(l—A). A fuzzy set 人 in X is called a G$— fuzzy 
set if 入=where € T. And A is called a Fa— fuzzy set if 
A 二二 V至”勺 where 嗚=(k _ eT.

By a fuzzy bitopological space [7] we mean an ordered triple (X： Ti, 72) 
where T± and 7板 are fuzzy topologies on the non-empty set X. For any 
non-empty subset 厶 of X we shall write Tt/A = (X/A\X e Ti} and 
T2/A — € I2} . Clearly T\/A and T2/A are fuzzy topologies on
A and the fuzzy bitopological space (A, 7\/4 3/4) is called a pairwise 
fuzzy subspace of (X)

3. Pairwise fuzzy basically disconnected spaces

Based on the classical notion of basic disconnectedness [3, 5] we de
fine the corresponding notion for fuzzy bitopological spaces as follows:

Definition 3.1. A fuzzy bitopological space (瓦 马二乌)is said to 
be pairwise fuzzy basically disconnected if the — closure of each T2— 
fuzzy open, T2 — Fa fuzzy set is 与一fuzzy open and closure of 
each Ti— fuzzy open, Ti ~ Fa fuzzy set is T)— fuzzy open.

Example 3.2. Let X = (a,6,c,d},写={0,1,為,入幻入3,人4} and 
T2 — {0,1,卩，如卩，2)卩，3, #4} where 馬：X 一》1" = 1,2,3,4 and /好：X T 
L 项=L 2,3,4 are defined as follows:
")={i 

入如={;

x =
x = a、c)d
x ~ b,d

and
x = a,c

x = a, by
x = c^d 
x — q* b, d
X = c

人2（对={ j

入4(z) = f q
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x ~ a.c
x ~b^d
x = aqd
x ~b

〃l(z) = { j

〃3(司=

所(Z)= { j

1 
0

Z = C
X = Q,毎 d 
x = c,d 
w =

and (찌 =

Then clearly (X, 7。and (X, T2) are fuzzy topological spaces. Also 
we can easily see that they are both fuzzy connected [4] spaces (since 
both (X〉D and (X, T2) has no proper fuzzy clopen sets).

Also in fuzzy topological space there is no such T\— fuzzy
open, Ti — Fa fuzzy set and also there is no such &一 fuzzy open, 
Ta —玲 fuzzy set in (X,7£).

Therefore, the fuzzy bitopological space is pairwise fuzzy
basically disconnected even though both (X/Z\) and (X,写)are fuzzy 
connected

Example 3 3. Let X = {a. b. c}. Suppose = (0,1.人」A2.入3、A. 
A5, Ag} and T2 = (0,1} where 為：X T 73 = 1 to 6 
follows.
"={i

燮)={ J

人*) = { o

4
are defined as

x = b,c
x — a
x = a、 
w = b> c
x — c
x — a^b入 6（£）=

X =(l，b
x — c ( 0
x — a, c fl

and 入 4(z) = 4
x = b t 0
x = b r 1

入 6( 찌 = 1 nx — a^c I U
Then clearly (X)7\) is a fuzzy topological space and (XJ&) is the 

indiscrete fuzzy topological space. Clearly (XJR) is a fuzzy discon
nected space and (X,1&) is a fuzzy connected, space.

We claim the fuzzy bitopological space (X, Ti, T2) is pairwise fuzzy 
basically disconnected space.

Let A be any non-zero fuzzy open, T± ~~ Fa fuzzy set. Then 
CIt2 (A) = 1 which is clearly fuzzy open. Similarly, we can see 
that CZti(M)= 1 whenever is a non-zero — fuzzy open,區—Fa 
fuzzy set and clearly CItx(M)is 3 一 fuzzy open. Therefore, the fuzzy 
bitopological space is pairwise fuzzy basically disconnected
space.
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Remark. It is easy to see that 나項 following are equivalent.
(1) (X, THa) is pairwise fuzzy basically disconnected.
(2) Given 7成—fuzzy open set /i and 7?— fuzzy open set A in 

(-¥, with A + /I < 1 and A being T± — Fa fuzzy set or 〃 
being a 7板 一 死 fuzzy set we have (기/?(시 + CItx (/^) < 1-

4. Characterizations

Theorem 4.1. For any fuzzy bitopological space (X)7、7須)the fol
lowing are equivalent.

(1) is pairwise fuzzy basically disconnected.
(2) Whenever A ts a Ti~ fuzzy open and T± — Fa fuzzy set, 

Iny 0如2(시］ zs 7成- fuzzy closed. Similar statement holds 
when X is a T2— fuzzy open and T2 — Fa fuzzy set.

(3) Whenever X is T\ —fuzzy open and — Fa fuzzy set. v)e have

&知 (시 U C如 卩 一。知 (시］.

Stmzlar statement holds when A is a T2— fuzzy open and Ta—F。 
fuzzy set.

(4) Whenever X ts aT\— fuzzy open set and p, is a T2 —fuzzy open 
set such that A + /z < 1 and X being T\ ~ Fa fuzzy set or 卩 being 
a T2 — Fa fuzzy set, we have

%2(시+。如心1・

Proof. (1) => (2). Let A be a Ti—fuzzy open and — Fa fuzzy 
set. Now

IntT1\ClT2 (시］ = 1 一 ClTl［l 一 ClT2(시］ (/)

By (1), (기/2 (人) is 一 fuzzy open and therefore from (/) it follows that 
3彼幻［CZq(入)］is T2— fuzzy closed. Similar argument holds when A is 
a T2— fuzzy open and T2 - Fa fuzzy set.

(2) => (3). Let A be a T、一 fuzzy open and T\ 一 Fa fuzzy set and 
suppose that C处(入)圣 1 一 CZrJl — C知(人)］.Then there exists an 
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x e X such 난mt ｛C赤J시｝3) M ｛1 — (기一 (기꼬J시］｝(功• Now 
by (2), 1「说弓［。如』시］ 诅 7板一 fuzzy closed. Also CZ^Jl 一 (기3(시］ — 
1 一 /泌写 ［°如2(시］・ Hence it follows that

｛。如J시｝3) 1 - ｛1 一 丿祯如J시｝｝(z)
i ｛加如。知(시］｝(挤

which is not possible; For by (2), 丿祈如」。如J시］ is 7弓一 fuzzy closed 
containing A. Hence Clr2 (A) < 1 — (7知［1 一 CZt2(A)］. Similar proof 
holds when 人 is 7上一fuzzy open and T2 — Fa fuzzy set.

(3) n (4). Let 人 be a 写一fuzzy open, T\ 一 Fa fuzzy set and 卩 be 
a T2— fuzzy open such that A + /z < 1.

We know that /1 < 1 - C"& (A) and A < 1 - CItv (〃)• But by hypoth
esis CIt2 (A) < 1 — CZrJl — CZt2(A)］ and therefore < 1 — (兑기시， 
Since CL& (卩)is 上he smallest T±——we 
have

CItM<CItA^-CItMV (〃)

Also since C知 (시 + ClT1 ［1 -。知 (시］ < 1, it follows that

(7/^2 (A) + CItv(M)M 1 ［from (II)］.

(4) 二》(1) Let A be any T±~ fuzzy open and T\ — Fa fuzzy set. 
We 아lall show that CZ/Q) is Tr— fuzzy open. Let f£ = 1 — (기시• 
Clearly 日 is 7*— fuzzy open and + A < 1. Hence, by (4), we have 
CIt2 (시 + CItx (“) < 1 and therefore by construction of /z, we have 1 — 
CItJg = CZt2(A). This 아lows CZq&Q) is A 一 fuzzy open. Similarly, 
we can show for any T2 — fuzzy open and T2 ~ Fa fuzzy set A, CItx (A) 
is 7板一fuzzy open.

5. Properties

In this section we shall establish some interesting properties of pair- 
wise fuzzy basically disconnected spaces.
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Proposition 5.1. Let (X, Ti, T2) be a pairwise fuzzy basically dis
connected space and let (V, T,1/y,T2/^) be any pairwise fuzzy subspace 
0/(X, Then (Y, Ti/K, T2/Y) is pairwise fuzzy basically discon
nected.

Proof. Let Ax and 入2 be T^/Y— fuzzy open set and T2/Y— fuzzy 
open set in Y respectively and suppose that Ai is T\/Y — Fa fuzzy set. 
Define A| and 据 on X as follows:

and

入：：X -) [0,1] where

帰3) = (插⑴ ifrey>

I 0 otherwise

財：X -> [0,11 where

if t e V 
otherwise

From [21], we know that 人} and 人芸 are — fuzzy open set and 写一 
fuzzy open set respectively and that 人;is 与 一 E丁 fuzzy set. Since

T2) is pairwise fuzzy basically disconnected, it follows that

c如2(사)+C知(牖)

and this in turn implies

(기/2/y(為) + Q如 1/Y(人2)1-

We arrive at the same conclusion when we assume 入2 is T2/Y — Fa 
fuzzy set. Hence the proposition holds.

Definition 5.2. Let {(XQ,Ta,T^)\a e A} be any family of the dis
joint fuzzy bitopological spaces. Let X = Define =
{人：X T I\x/Xa e Ta} and ©aeAT* = {入：X T I\X/Xq € T：}. 
Then (X,㊉丄 疋△«) is a fuzzy bitopological space called the 
fuzzy bitopological sum of ((Xa,2^,7X)|ar G △}・
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Proposition 5.3. The fuzzy bitopological sum of a family of dis
joint pairwise fuzzy baszcally disconnected spaces is pairwise fuzzy ba- 
sically disconnected.

Proof. Let ((Xa,7^,T*)\a € △} be a family of disjoint pairwise 
fuzzy basically disconnected spaces. Let (X, ®a€ATa, △以) be 나le 
fuzzy bitopological sum of these spaces. Let Ai and 入2 be ①^心您>一 
fuzzy open and fuzzy open sets in X respectively such that
Ai + A2 < 1. Also we shall assume that Ai is 一 Fa fuzzy set.

Now, from the assumptions, it is clear that 入i/x。and A2/xa are 
Ta— fuzzy open and T^~ fuzzy open sets in Xa respectively for each 
a £ △. Also 入i/xr + 入2/x@ < 1 and 人i/x@ ^Ta~Fa fuzzy set in X°. 
Since (X*Z丄 7驾)is pairwise fuzzy basically disconnected, we have

CM： (Ai/xa) + ClTa (A2/xa) < 1 , a C

Hence
C如(為)+C為a*您丄、2)< L

This p호。ves that the fuzzy bitopological sum is a pairwise fuzzy basi
cally disconnected space.

Definition 5.4. A function f : (乂,7\写)t (F,is called 
pairwise fuzzy continuous (resp., pazrwzse fuzzy open) V》The induced 
function f : (X0i) t (K,r；) and f : (X,&) T (匕7芸)are fuzzy 
continuous (resp., fuzzy open).

Proposition 5.5. Suppose (X,7丄7上)is a pairwise fuzzy basically 
disconnected space and f : (X0\7%) 一> (匕 7七丁芸)zs a pairwise fuzzy 
continuous and pairwise fuzzy open mapping. Then (Y, T*,7^) is pair- 
wise fuzzy basically disconnected.

Proof. Let A be an arbitrary 7^~ fuzzy open and 理一耳 fuzzy set 
in Y. Since f is pairwise fuzzy continuous, /-1(A) is fuzzy open 
and T2 — Fa fuzzy set in X and since X is pairwise fuzzy basically 
disconnected。"「」了一'(人)]is T2 — fuzzy open. Again by pairwise fuzzy 
continuity of f it follows that

/-1[CZT.(A)]<CZT1[/-1(A)].
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Hence

•f {厂(시]} = C如 (시 < /{%由T(人)]}

=Clr* (A) (by hypothesis on /)

That is /= (7如： (시. Since f is pairwise fuzzy open and 
/{(기招厂'(시]} = C"理 (시 it follows that CIt* (A) is 7^— fuzzy open. 
Similarly, we can show that Cl^ (A) is T^— fuzzy open whenever A is 
T[一 fuzzy open and — Fa fuzzy set.
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